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Abstract

Channel coding is a subarea of coding theory that focuses on methods of detecting and correcting errors in data. Depending on the methods being employed, the resulting codes that are used to transmit and receive data may vary greatly. Certain classes of codes possess certain unique properties, and these properties may be combined to create new classes of codes with stronger error resistance capabilities.

This thesis focuses on a class of codes known as the solid hypercodes. This class arises as the intersection of the sets of two other classes of codes: solid codes, where errors in any given word of a message do not compromise the correctness of the entire message, and hypercodes, where accidental insertions or deletions of symbols may be detected within individual words.

This thesis investigates the properties of solid hypercodes and, having established these properties, identifies the connections between solid hypercodes and similar codes. The work of a former graduate student is analyzed and improved upon in order to provide further insight into the structure and generation of these codes.
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$\Sigma$  Finite alphabet
$\Sigma^*$  Set of all words over $\Sigma$
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$w$  Word
$|w|$  Length of a word
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview of Coding Theory

Coding theory is the area of computer science that studies codes—a system of symbols and related rules—and their properties. Coding theory first emerged as an application of information theory, or the study of data communication, with Claude Shannon’s 1948 paper on the mathematical basis for communication [13]. Over the years, research in coding theory has trended away from application and has become more aligned with research in mathematics and formal language theory, and the majority of current work continues to follow this trend. Today, there exist two primary subareas of coding theory: source coding, which discusses methods of compressing data, and channel coding, which aims to develop methods of detecting and correcting errors in data. This thesis concerns itself with the latter subarea.

The transmission of information may be represented by the following components: $S$, a source that sends information; $\gamma$, an information encoder; $C$, a physical channel such as a wire or a wave; $\delta$, an information decoder; and $R$, a recipient. During transmission, the information may be affected by $N$, a source of noise. This system is depicted graphically in Figure 1.1. In general, the system is expected to work correctly, that is, for any message $w$, $\delta(\gamma(w)) = w$. However, the presence of noise may affect the system’s performance and introduce errors [7].

![Figure 1.1: The information processing and transmission model](image-url)
The existence of codes that are capable of detecting and correcting errors is vital to nearly all of the world’s modern communication systems. Millions of messages are transmitted every day—from a cell phone receiving a call to the International Space Station sending a progress report—and these messages have one thing in common: they are all susceptible to noise and to corruption. The development of communication methods that ensure less noise, and thus a more reliable transmission, lies at the foundation of channel coding and forms the basis for this thesis.

1.2 Contributions of the Thesis

This thesis presents the following results.

Solid hypercodes are defined and a selection of properties relating to this class of codes are presented. The basis for an efficient method of checking the solid and hyper properties of a set of codes is established, and a number of tests are proposed to cover the majority of possible cases.

A method for generating sets of solid hypercodes is introduced. A detailed analysis of the method is presented, including a translation of the original source, a guide to understanding the code generation process, and a critique of some aspects of this process. A number of improvements to the original source code are discussed, and data and results stemming from these improvements are included. A complete translation of the original source code is included to facilitate future work on this topic.

Finally, some open questions and directions for future work are offered.

1.3 Chapter Outlines

This thesis is divided into five chapters, which discuss the following topics:

1 Introduction

The present chapter aims to provide the reader with a brief history of coding theory and an overview of the material contained within this thesis.

2 Background and Related Work

This chapter contains the mathematical preliminaries required to understand much of the material presented in this thesis. Additional sections which present different classes of error-detecting and error-correcting codes are included.
3 Solid Hypercodes

This chapter presents the main topic of this thesis. The concept of a solid hypercode is defined, and properties relating to this particular class of codes are developed and discussed.

4 Review of a Method to Enumerate Codes

This chapter introduces a code-generating software tool developed by a former student. The software tool is discussed from a methodological standpoint, and issues discovered within the source code of the tool are presented. Finally, improvements made to the source code are discussed along with results generated by the improved version of the software.

5 Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the results of the thesis and offers suggestions for future work relating to this topic.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Preliminaries

A language \( L \) is a code if every string composed of words from \( L \) has a single decomposition. In other terms, every string may be represented in at most one way. A word from \( L \) has an \( L \)-factorization if, for some \( n \geq 0 \), the word can be written in discrete components as \( u = u_1u_2\ldots u_n \). With this information, a code may be defined as follows.

**Definition 2.1 (Code).** A language \( L \subseteq \Sigma^+ \) is a code if every word \( w \in L^+ \) has a unique \( L \)-factorization, that is, \( u_1u_2\ldots u_m = v_1v_2\ldots v_n \) with \( u_i, v_j \in L \) for all \( i \) and \( j \) implies \( m = n \) and \( u_i = v_i \) for all \( i \) [17].

Different types of codes may offer different structures or sets of properties. One of the simplest properties stems from setting each string in the language to be a consistent length, which gives a block code.

**Definition 2.2 (Block code).** A language \( L \), defined as above, is a block code if every word in \( L \) has the same length [17].

Block codes are also known as “uniform codes” in some literature.

A number of other properties of codes can ensure that messages are decoded reliably. Two such properties are prefix-freeness and suffix-freeness, ensured by prefix codes and suffix codes respectively.

**Definition 2.3 (Prefix code).** A language \( L \), defined as above, is a prefix code if no word in \( L \) is a prefix of another word in \( L \), that is, \( L \cap L\Sigma^+ = \emptyset \) [17].

**Definition 2.4 (Suffix code).** A language \( L \), defined as above, is a suffix code if no word in \( L \) is a suffix of another word in \( L \), that is, \( L \cap \Sigma^+L = \emptyset \) [17].
A word $u$ is a subword of another word $v$ if and only if $u = u_1u_2 \ldots u_n$ and $v = v_1u_1v_2u_2 \ldots v_nu_nv_{n+1}$ for some $n \geq 1$. The same word $u$ is a proper subword of the same word $v$ if $v_1 \ldots v_{n+1} \neq \epsilon$.

### 2.2 Solid Codes

This section presents the first few classes of codes with non-trivial structures. The focus of this section is on the class of codes known as solid codes. Before defining solid codes, however, the concepts of infix codes and overlap-free codes must be discussed.

Infix codes consist of words that are independent of all other words in the code, that is, no word is contained within another word.

**Definition 2.5 (Infix code).** A language $L \subseteq \Sigma^+$ is an infix code if words $v, uvw \in \Sigma^+$ are such that $v \in L$ and $uvw \in L$ implies that $u = \epsilon$ and $w = \epsilon$ [3].

Every infix code is both a prefix and a suffix code.

Overlap-free codes are exactly as the name suggests: codes containing words that, when placed together, do not have overlapping symbols. For instance, a word that ends with the symbol $a$ may never be added to an overlap-free code containing a word that begins with the same symbol $a$, since the two words would then overlap.

**Definition 2.6 (Overlap-free code).** A language $L \subseteq \Sigma^+$ is overlap-free if words $u, v, w \in \Sigma^+$ are such that $uv \in L$ and $vw \in L$ implies that one of $u, v, \$ w$ is equal to $\epsilon$ [3].

With the above definitions, the concept of a solid code may now be developed. Solid codes are error-resistant in the sense that errors within a given word of a received message will not affect the decoding of other correctly-received words. As a result, solid codes are very useful when transmitting information over a noisy channel. Levenshtein first studied solid codes in the early 1960s using the name "strongly regular codes", and later "codes without overlaps" [9, 10]. Shyr and Yu [16] introduced the concept of a solid code in the context of the study of disjunctive domains, and Jürgensen and Yu [8] proved that this approach was equivalent to Levenshtein's.

For a code to be considered solid, it must only meet the two conditions outlined below.

**Definition 2.7 (Solid code).** A language $L \subseteq \Sigma^+$ is a solid code if it satisfies the following conditions [3]:

1. no word in $L$ is a subword of a word in $L$ (infix-freeness), and
2. no proper prefix of a word in $L$ is a proper suffix of a word in $L$ (overlap-freeness).
2.3 Hypercodes

The next important class of codes to be discussed are known as hypercodes. These codes, which were first studied by Shyr and Thierrin [14], are a special case of infix codes. Hypercodes are capable of detecting bursts of either insertions or deletions of symbols within a code word.

**Definition 2.8 (Hypercode).** A language $L \subseteq \Sigma^+$ is a hypercode if no word in $L$ is a proper subword of another word in $L$ [14].

Often, the concept of the embedding order is used in discussions involving hypercodes. This embedding order, written as $\leq$, is identical to the definition of the subword, that is, $u \leq v$ if and only if $u = u_1 u_2 \ldots u_n$ and $v = v_1 u_1 v_2 u_2 \ldots v_n u_n v_{n+1}$ for some $n \geq 1$. Using this embedding order, a language $L \subseteq \Sigma^+$ is a hypercode if, for words $u, v \in L$, $u \leq v$ implies $u = v$ [11, 14].

The following theorem comes as a consequence of the definition of a hypercode.

**Theorem 2.1.** Every block code is a hypercode.

*Proof.* Proposition 5 of [14].

From Theorem 2.1, we know that solid block codes (and thus, solid hypercodes of fixed length) only need to meet the overlap condition. This relationship will be expanded upon in the following section.

2.4 Intercodes and Comma-Free Codes

This section takes a brief digression to introduce two related classes of codes that will help with the discussion of a result presented later in this chapter.

The concept of synchronization is essential to ensure the good performance of any communication system. When a system is synchronized, all parts of the system agree on the present state of the system [6]. Some systems incorporate a synchronization delay, which defines how many encoded symbols must be observed after an interruption before synchronization may be achieved. Different classes of codes have been developed to facilitate synchronization within a system.

An intercode of index $n$ is a code that is synchronously decipherable with a delay less than or equal to $n$. Intercodes were first studied by Shyr and Yu [15]. Every intercode is a bifix code, where the bifix property ensures that any word belonging to a language is neither a prefix nor a suffix of any other word within that language.
Definition 2.9 (Intercode of index $n$). A language $L \subseteq \Sigma^+$ is an intercode if, for some $n \geq 1$, $L^{n+1} \cap \Sigma^+ L^n \Sigma^+ = \emptyset$. In this case, the smallest such $n$ is said to be the index of $L$ [15].

A comma-free code is a particular type of intercode where the synchronous deciphering delay is equal to 1. The term “comma-free” means that no special symbol (often called a “comma”) is necessary to ensure synchronization without delay. The notion of a comma-free code was originally introduced by Crick, Griffith, and Orgel [1] in a biological context, and was later defined as a mathematical object one year later by Golomb, Gordon, and Welch [2].

Definition 2.10 (Comma-free code). The class of comma-free codes is exactly the class of intercodes of index 1 [15].

Hsieh, Hsu, and Shyr [5] showed that all comma-free codes are infix codes and that all solid codes are comma-free codes. However, it is not necessarily the case that all comma-free codes are solid. At the start of this research, the following case was investigated.

Proposition 2.2. Every comma-free block code is a solid code.

The following counterexample shows that this is not true.

Take the language $L = \{010\}$. Clearly, this language is a block code, and hence it is infix-free. However, the language is not overlap-free, so it is not a solid code. To check if $L$ is comma-free, use the original definition of comma-freeness [2, 12]. By this definition, proper suffixes of code words are attached to proper prefixes of code words, and if the resulting words are not in $L$, then the language is comma-free.

For the single word in $L$, there are two proper suffixes (0 and 10) and two proper prefixes (0 and 01). To preserve the block code property of $L$, only words of length 3 are considered. These words are:

- suffix 0 followed by prefix 01, resulting in $001 \not\in L$
- suffix 10 followed by prefix 0, resulting in $100 \not\in L$

All other cases lead to words that are not of length 3, which are not in $L$. Thus, $L$ is a comma-free block code which is not a solid code.
Chapter 3

Solid Hypercodes

3.1 Definition

Code words that are transmitted over a noisy channel are subject to many kinds of errors. For instance, symbols within a transmitted word may be altered, mistakenly inserted, or lost altogether. Fortunately, the previous section established that special classes of codes exist to counteract these errors. However, what would happen if an error occurred that a particular class of code was not equipped to handle? The error might remain unnoticed, thus resulting in a received message that is unknowingly flawed.

The solid hypercode is a class of codes that is designed to handle two types of errors at once. By using these codes, transmitted words become resistant to errors both between code words and within code words. As evidenced by the name, the definition of such a code is straightforward.

**Definition 3.1** (Solid hypercode). A language \( L \subseteq \Sigma^+ \) is a solid hypercode if it is both a solid code and a hypercode.

Much like the class of comma-free codes, solid hypercodes allow for synchronization with the added benefit of code words being handled independently. These properties stem from the solid aspect of the code. The hyper aspect, on the other hand, does not provide any synchronization benefits. Rather, it allows for a more thorough protection against errors.
3.2 Properties

Definition 3.1 shows that two properties of a code must be checked before it may be
classified as a solid hypercode. The hyper property will be investigated first, followed by
the solid property.

The most straightforward way of determining whether or not a language forms a
hypercode is to determine whether one word within the language can be embedded into
another. Often, the simplest method for determining this condition is to check if the
given language is a block code. Theorem 2.1 establishes that every block code is also a
hypercode.

In the case where words in a language are of unequal length (that is, the language
is not a block code), other conditions must be checked. The easiest such check to make
involves the embedding order of the words. Assume that, for words \( u \) and \( v \), \( u \) is shorter
than \( v \).

Begin by storing words \( u \) and \( v \) as a sequence of letters in an array. Each position
in each word is associated with a corresponding value to keep track of the number of
occurrences of the given symbol from that position onwards. Each time a new word is
generated and added to the set, these values are updated.

The property of overlap-freeness using a binary alphabet implies that words \( u \) and \( v \)
start with the same symbol. If this simple test fails, then the entire check may be stopped.
Otherwise, match these words and continue.

The next test involves the counts of each symbol within each word. The proposition
below establishes one case that may be tested.

**Proposition 3.1.** For all words \( u, v \in \Sigma^+ \) in a language \( L \), where \( |u| < |v| \), if there
exists a symbol \( a \in \Sigma \) such that \( |u|_a > |v|_a \), then \( u \) cannot be embedded into \( v \) and this
language forms a hypercode.

If \( u \) can be embedded into \( v \), then the test fails and the check may be stopped.
Otherwise, move to the next symbol in \( u \) and find the next matching symbol in \( v \). The
fact that the test passes implies that these symbols exist, and so the process can continue.
Match these letters and repeat.

Next, recall that for a language to form a solid code, it must be both infix-free and
overlap-free. As a consequence of the definition of a hypercode, the infix-free property is
satisfied, and so the only other property that must be checked is overlap-freeness. This
check is trivial. If the first symbol of each word is different from the last symbol, then
the language is overlap-free and is therefore a solid hypercode. If this condition does not
hold, then the language is not a solid code.
There is still some work to be done in order to establish a robust method for checking the solid hypercode property in a reasonable amount of time. While the above remarks are a good start, the performance of this checking algorithm may be improved by using an appropriate data structure to store and check code words. In addition, the method above is only valid for binary alphabets, though it may be possible to adapt this work to the non-binary case.
Chapter 4

Review of a Method to Enumerate Codes

4.1 Overview of Method

A major portion of the work completed in this thesis was based on the related work of a former graduate student. Christian Herrmann’s thesis [4] was written in 2005 at Potsdam University under the supervision of Dr. Helmut Jürgensen. The title of the thesis, translated to English, is “Development of Methods for the Enumeration and Investigation of Solid Codes, Hypercodes, and Solid Hypercodes”.

In Herrmann’s thesis, he developed a software tool to generate examples of sets of solid hypercodes. Although the software tool was functional, the algorithm used to find such sets was very slow. Thus, part of this research was dedicated to understanding and improving this software tool in the hope of achieving a more efficient program that is capable of generating larger sets of solid hypercodes.

The thesis begins by defining relevant classes of codes, including the solid hypercodes. A chapter on the enumeration of codes follows, where different enumeration algorithms are presented and discussed. Dedicated chapters on solid codes, hypercodes, and solid hypercodes constitute the rest of the thesis, and the features, properties, and generation methods of each of these classes of codes are included in their respective chapters. Brief discussions on the detection and correction of errors, as well as on synchronization properties, are interspersed throughout the thesis.
4.2 Analysis of Method

The initial method used to generate sets of solid hypercodes is detailed in Chapter 3 of Herrmann’s thesis. This method will be presented and discussed before the changes to the method are introduced. Where applicable, the original German names for classes and variables are included beside their English translations.

In Section 3.1, “Enumeration of Code Words”, Herrmann outlines a basic technique for obtaining code words and generating new code words given previous code words. The \texttt{CCodeWord::Next()} (\texttt{CCodeWort::Vor()}) method is introduced in Listing 1 and discussed throughout the section. The \texttt{letter (buchstabe)} variable contains the given code word indexed by symbol. The \texttt{length (laenge)} variable represents the given code word’s length, and \texttt{position} points to the current symbol being analyzed within the code word. The leading symbol in the code word is located at position 1. In the event of an overflow within a code word, a new word that is one bit longer will be generated.

Section 3.2, “Enumeration of Codes”, presents a technique to ensure that every possible code word is generated for a given input value. To avoid duplicate code words, the generation process constructs larger words first in descending lexicographical order. This ordering is evident in Tabelle 3, where the possible code words in the top row are sorted in descending order, that is, 1 is to the left of 0, 00 is to the left of 1, and so on. The rows underneath these possible code words are binary values indicating whether or not a particular code word is included in the given set.

The first algorithm to enumerate codes is developed in Section 3.3, “Enumeration of Codes—Algorithm I’. With this algorithm, a pointer variable \texttt{word (wort)} is allocated to contain an array of instances of \texttt{CCodeWords}. The algorithm itself, found in Listing 2, performs the actual enumeration, where \texttt{x} represents the current number of code words in the set. The idea behind this algorithm is to generate all code words, then test each code word for the properties of a solid hypercode. The algorithm looks at two cases:

- If the last word in the code is the smallest code word, but this is not the only word in the code, then add another word by scanning the code for an “empty” spot and placing the word in that spot. If not, then take the next word to be the code.

- Otherwise, add a new word with position 1.

Unfortunately, this first iteration of the algorithm suffers from severe performance issues. A number of redundant computations are found throughout the implementation. Most notably, the following quality is overlooked:
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Remark. Given a property $P$ of finite languages $L$ and $L'$ over an alphabet $\Sigma$, where $L \subseteq L' \subseteq \Sigma^*$, if $\neg P(L) \Rightarrow \neg P(L')$, then no superset of $L$ needs to be tested for $P$.

As a result of this oversight, the algorithm is slowed down by redundancy.

To improve the performance of the enumeration algorithm, a revised version is developed in Section 3.4, ‘Enumeration of Codes—Algorithm II’. This iteration of the algorithm makes use of backtracking, or enumerating all possibilities in a tree and taking one step backwards within the tree if an incorrect result is found. Using this method, one can assume that if $n$ code words are found that meet the required properties, then each nonempty subset is a set of codes, and a total of $2^n - 1$ sets of codes are thus produced. This iteration of the algorithm appears to use breadth-first searching to enumerate codes, as illustrated in Abbildung 1.

The CCode::RecursionStart() (CCode::RekursionStarten()) method in Listing 3 initializes the enumeration process, while the CCode::Recursion() (CCode::Rekursion()) method in Listing 4 continues the recursive enumeration with a depth (tiefe) of 2. Again, the code words are stored in the pointer variable word. The algorithm begins by checking if the current word starts with the symbol 1 and ends with the symbol 0. If this condition holds, then the code word is checked against itself for the existence of overlaps. If no overlaps are found, then the word forms the basis for the tree and the recursion continues. The running time of this iteration of the algorithm is proportional to depth.

Section 3.5 concludes with some remarks on alphabets and the equality of codes.

4.3 Improvements

The original source code underwent some changes to improve performance and to allow for future research into this topic. This section lists a summary of the changes. The most recent version of the source code may be found in Appendix A of this thesis.

The source code of the software tool, including comments and variable names, was initially written in German. Each line of the source code has been translated to English to allow for easier readability and increased portability. A number of comments have also been added throughout the source code. Along with these cosmetic improvements, the formatting and spacing within each file has been adjusted to bring stylistic consistency to the source code.

In terms of performance, minor changes were made to the methods responsible for the generation of code words. In particular, the methods CCodeWord::Next() and CCodeWord::Previous() were altered to reduce redundant computation. These changes
resulted in a slight decrease in the run time of the program, though the change was not substantial.

Table 4.1 lists the run times of both the original and the modified main program on different input values\(^1\). Note that no input value below 400 was included in the table, since the run times for such small input values were negligible. Due to rounding errors, time values close to 1 second may appear as “0”.

Initially, the main program responsible for generating sets of codes (Diplomarbeit.cpp) required the user to change a hardcoded value within the source code in order to obtain different results. This program was altered to allow the user to input a boundary value at runtime instead, thus allowing results to be obtained more easily. In addition to this modified input method, the program is now capable of outputting detailed information to the screen, including the start and end times of the program as well as the boundary value and last code generated for that value.

A secondary program (CodeReader.cpp) was developed to allow users to generate examples of sets of solid hypercodes where the difference in length between code words in any given set is greater than or equal to 2. By keeping only these particular sets, certain properties of the class of solid hypercodes can be investigated to determine whether or not code word length plays a role in how these codes behave. Indeed, much of the work presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis came from the analysis of sets of codes generated by this program. Figure 4.1 presents a sampling of such codes.

A number of changes have yet to be completed in order to further improve the performance of the generation algorithm. For instance, a check could be implemented to compare generated code words to existing code words, which would prevent identical code words from being generated and reduce the overall redundancy of the program. In the long term, it may be possible to remove a factor of length from the run time of the program by modifying the letter\([i]\) variable to return the \(i\)-th bit of the code word, thus only requiring the CCCodeWord::Next() method to increment position. However, the consequences of making such a change have not yet been investigated.

\(^1\)This data was collected by running Diplomarbeit.cpp on the department server algernon.csd.uwo.ca The server has two single-core 900MHz UltraSPARC-III+ CPUs and 3GB of RAM.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Modified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>950</td>
<td>1052</td>
<td>1013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Comparative run times of Diplomarbeit.cpp (in seconds)

1010000 11100  1111100 11010
1100000 10100  10100000 11100
1110000 11010  10100000 101100
1110000 10100  10100000 111000
1110000 11010  10100000 111100
1111000 11100  10101000 111100
1111010 11000  10101000 111100
1111100 10100  10101100 111000

Figure 4.1: A sample of two-word solid hypercodes generated by CodeReader.cpp
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Conclusions

This thesis defined the class of solid hypercodes, presented a selection of properties relating to these codes, and established the basis for an efficient method of checking both the solid and the hyper properties of a set of codes. A method of generating sets of solid hypercodes was also discussed alongside a number of changes that were made to the method. These changes resulted in a slight performance increase, but some additional possibilities for improvement were identified.

The class of solid hypercodes continues to grow as a topic of study, and although this thesis offers many new contributions, there remains a lot of work to be done. At the end of Chapters 3 and 4, a number of open questions are established which could direct future research on this topic, be it theoretical (relating to the mathematical concept of solid hypercodes) or applied (relating to the solid hypercode generation method).
Appendix A

Source Code

CCode.cpp

```cpp
1 /∗
2 * CCode.cpp
3 * Contains methods for operations between codewords
4 * Written by Christian Herrmann, 2005
5 * Modified by Taylor J. Smith, 2015
6 */
7
8 #include <iostream>
9 #include "CCode.h"

10 // Constructor
11 CCode::CCode() {
12    CCodeWord *cw = new CCodeWord();
13    this->word = new CCodeWord[(1+1)];
14    this->word[1] = *cw;
15    this->number = 1;
16    this->position = 1;
17 }
18
19 // Destructor
20 CCode::~CCode() {
21    this->word->~CCodeWord();
22    delete[] this->word;
23 }
24
25 // Next code
26 void CCode::Next() {
27    int x = this->number;
28    bool done = false;
29
30    if (this->word[x].GetPosition() == 1) {
31        while (!done) {
32            if (x > 1) {
33                if ((this->word[x-1].GetPosition() - this->word[x].GetPosition()) > 1) {
34                    this->word[x].Next();
35                    this->number = x;
36                    done = true;
37                } else {
38                    if (this->word[x-1].GetPosition() == this->word[x].GetPosition() == 1) {
39                        delete[] this->word[x].letter;
40                        this->word[x].letter = new bool[(1+1)];
41                        this->word[x].letter[1] = 0;
42                        this->word[x].setPosition(1);
43                        this->word[x].setLength(1);
44                        x--;
45                    }
46                } else {
47                    done = true;
48                }
49            }
50            x--;
51        }
52        done = true;
53    }
54 }
```
if (x == 1) {
    this->word[x].Next();
    this->number = x;
    done = true;
}

} else {
    if (this->word[x].GetPosition() > 1) {
        CCodeWord* temp = new CCodeWord[1 + (x + 1)];
        for (int k = 1; k <= x; k++) {
            temp[k] = this->word[k];
        }
        delete [] this->word;
        this->word = new CCodeWord[1 + (x + 1)];
        for (int k = 1; k <= x; k++) {
            this->word[k] = temp[k];
        }
        delete [] temp;
        delete [] this->word[x + 1].letter;
        this->word[x + 1].letter = new bool[1 + 1];
        this->word[x + 1].letter[1] = 0;
        this->word[x + 1].setPosition(1);
        this->word[x + 1].setLength(1);
        x++;
    }
    this->number = x;
}

// Previous code
void CCode::Previous() {
}

// Set number
void CCode::setNumber(int num) {
    this->number = num;
}

// Set position
void CCode::setPosition(int pos) {
    this->position = pos;
}

// Get number
int CCode::getNumber() {
    return this->number;
}

// Test whether the code is solid
bool CCode::isSolidCode() {
    int start = 0;
    int end = 0;
    int neg = -1;

    for (int i = 1; i <= this->number; i++) {
        for (int j = 1; j <= this->number; j++) {
            if (i != j) {
                start = this->word[i].getLength();
                start = start + neg;
                start = start + j;
                end = this->word[j].getLength();
            }
        }
        for (int t = start; t <= end; t++) {
            if (((this->word[i].GetPosition()) == this->word[j].GetPosition()) && (t == 0)) {
                if (this->Comparison(this->word[i], this->word[j], t)) {
                    return false;
                }
            }
        }
    }
    return true;
}
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// Test whether the code is solid
bool CCode::isSolidCodeWord(const CCodeWord& codew1, const CCodeWord& codew2) {
    int start = (codew2.getLength() + 1); // Adjusted code
    int end = codew1.getLength() - 1;
    for (int t = start; t <= end; t++) {
        if (((codew1.getPosition() == codew2.getPosition()) && (t == 0)) ||
            this->Comparison(codew1, codew2, t)) {
            return false;
        }
    }
    return true;
}

// Test whether the code is hyper
bool CCode::isHyperCodeWord(const CCodeWord& codew1, const CCodeWord& codew2) {
    bool isHyperCW;
    if (codew1.getLength() == 0) {
        return false;
    }
    for (int i = 1; i <= codew1.getNumber(); i++) {
        for (int j = 1; j <= codew2.getNumber(); j++) {
            isHyperCW = this->isHyperCodeWord(this->word[i], this->word[j]);
            if (!isHyperCW) {
                return false;
            }
        }
    }
    return true;
}

// Start recursion
void CCode::RecursionStart(int end) {
    for (int i = 1; i < end; i++) {
        if (First1Last0(this->word[i])) {
            if (isSolidCodeWord(this->word[i], this->word[i])) {
                this->Display();
                this->Recursion(2);
            }
        }
    }
    this->word[1].Next();
}
// Recursion to enumerate codes
void CCode::Recursion(int depth) {
    bool a = true;
    bool b = true;

    CCodeWord* temp = new CCodeWord[(depth+1)];
    for (int k = 1; k < depth; k++) {
        temp[k] = this->word[k];
    }
    delete[] this->word;
    this->word = new CCodeWord[(depth+1)];
    for (int k = 1; k < depth; k++) {
        this->word[k] = temp[k];
    }
    this->number = depth;
    delete[] temp;
    delete[] this->word[depth].letter;
    this->word[depth].letter = new bool[(1+1)];
    this->word[depth].letter[1] = 0;
    this->word[depth].setPosition(1);
    this->word[depth].setLength(1);
    for (int i = 1; i <= this->word[depth-1].getPosition(); i++) {
        if (First1Last0(this->word[depth])) {
            for (int l = 1; l <= depth; l++) {
                a = isSolidCodeWord(this->word[1], this->word[depth]);
                if (a && (depth != l)) {
                    a = isHyperCodeWord(this->word[depth], this->word[1]);
                }
            }
            if (a) {
                l = depth+1;
                b = false;
            }
            if (b) {
                this->Display();
                this->Recursion(depth+1);
            }
            this->word[depth].Next();
            a = true;
            b = true;
        }
    }
    // After recursion, the number must be reduced by 1
    this->number = depth-1;
}

// Display
void CCode::Display() {
    for (int i = 1; i <= this->number; i++) {
        this->word[i].Display();
        std::cout << " ";
    }
    std::cout << " " << std::endl;
}

// Compares the overlapping parts of two codewords
bool CCode::Comparison(const CCodeWord& codew1, const CCodeWord& codew2, int shift) {
    int start;
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int end;

if (shift > 0) {
    start = shift + 1;
} else {
    start = 1;
}

if (code1.getLength() < (code2.getLength()+shift)) {
    end = code1.getLength();
} else {
    end = code2.getLength()+shift;
}

for (int i=start; i<=end; i++) {
    if (code1.letter[i] != code2.letter[(i-shift)]) {
        return false;
    }
}

return true;

// Returns the codeword without the first "count" symbols
CCodeWord CCode::Remove(int count, const CCodeWord& code) {
    CCodeWord codeBack = CCodeWord();

    if ((code.getLength() - count) <= 0) {
        codeBack.setLength(0);
        codeBack.setPosition(0);
        return codeBack;
    }
    else {
        codeBack.setLength((code.getLength() - count));
        delete[] codeBack.letter;
        codeBack.letter = new bool[codeBack.getLength()];

        for (int i = count+1; i <= code.getLength(); i++) {
            codeBack.letter[i-count] = code.letter[i];
        }

        return codeBack;
    }

// Checks whether the codeword starts with 1 and ends with 0
bool CCode::First1Last0(const CCodeWord& code) {
    if (code.getLength() == 1) {
        return true;
    }

    if (code.letter[1] == 1) {
        if (code.letter[code.getLength()] == 0) {
            return true;
        }
    }

    return false;
```
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CCode.h

1 /∗∗
2 + CC ode.h
3 + H eader f ile f or CCode.cpp
4 + W ritten by C hristian H errmann, 2005
5 + M odified by Taylor J. Smith, 2015
6 */
7
8 #i nclude "CCodeWord.h"
9
c lass C C o de {
10 p u b l i c :
11 / / C onstructor
12 C C o de () ;
13
14 / / D estructor
15 ~ C C o de () ;
16
17 / / N ext codeword
18 v o i d N e x t ( ) ;
19
20 / / P revious codeword
21 v o i d P re v i o u s ( ) ;
22
23 / / S et number
24 v o i d s e t N u m b e r ( i n t ) ;
25
26 / / S et p osition
27 v o i d s e t P o s i t i o n ( i n t ) ;
28
29 / / G et number
30 i n t g e t N u m b e r ( ) ;
31
32 / / T e s t i f t h i s codeword i s a s o l i d codeword
33 b o o l i s S o l i d C o d e ( ) ;
34
35 / / T e s t i f t h e t w o codewords a r e s o l i d codewords
36 b o o l i s S o l i d C o d e W o r d ( c o n s t C C o deW o r d & , c o n s t C C o deW o r d & ) ;
37
38 / / T e s t i f t h i s codeword i s a h y p e r codeword
39 b o o l i s H y p e r C o d e ( ) ;
40
41 / / T e s t i f t h e t w o codewords a r e h y p e r codewords
42 b o o l i s H y p e r C o d e W o r d ( c o n s t C C o deW o r d & , c o n s t C C o deW o r d & ) ;
43
44 / / S t a r t r e c u r s i o n
45 v o i d R e c u r s i o n S t a r t ( i n t ) ;
46
47 / / R e c u r s i o n t o e n u m e r a t e c o d e s
48 v o i d R e c u r s i o n ( i n t ) ;
49
50 / / D i s p l a y
51 v o i d D i s p l a y ( ) ;
52
53 / / C o m p a r i s o n o f o v e r l a p p i n g p a r t s o f t w o codewords
54 b o o l C o m p a r i s o n ( c o n s t C C o deW o r d & , c o n s t C C o deW o r d & , i n t ) ;
55
56 / / R e m o v e t h e f i r s t "i n t " symbols f r o m t h e codeword
57 C C o deW o r d R e m o v e ( i n t , c o n s t C C o deW o r d & ) ;
58
59 / / C h e c k w h e t h e r codeword s t a r t s w i t h 1 a n d e n d s w i t h 0
60 b o o l F i r s t 1 L a s t 0 ( c o n s t C C o deW o r d & ) ;
61
62 p r i v a t e :
63 i n t n u m b e r ;
64 i n t p o s i t i o n ;
65
66 } ;
/*
 * CodeWord.cpp
 * Contains methods for operations within codewords
 * Written by Christian Herrmann, 2005
 * Modified by Taylor J. Smith, 2015
 */

#include <iostream>
#include "CCodeWord.h"

// Constructor
CCodeWord::CCodeWord() {
    this->letter = new bool[1+1];
    this->letter[1] = 0;
    this->length = 1;
    this->position = 1;
}

// Destructor
CCodeWord::~CCodeWord() {
    delete[] this->letter;
}

CCodeWord& CCodeWord::operator=(const CCodeWord& cw) {
    this->length = cw.getLength();
    this->position = cw.getPosition();
    delete[] this->letter;
    this->letter = new bool[(this->length+1)];
    for(int i = 1; i < this->length; i++) {
        this->letter[i] = cw.letter[i];
    }
    return *this;
}

int CCodeWord::getLength() const {
    return this->length;
}

int CCodeWord::getPosition() const {
    return this->position;
}

void CCodeWord::setLength(int l) {
    this->length = l;
}

void CCodeWord::setPosition(int p) {
    this->position = p;
}

// Next codeword
void CCodeWord::Next() {
    bool breakCheck = 0;

    for(int i = this->length; i >= 1; i--) {
        if (this->letter[i]) {
            this->letter[i] = 0;
        } else {
            this->letter[i] = 1;
            breakCheck = 1;
            break;
        }
    }
    if (breakCheck) {
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    this->position++; 
    } else { 
        this->length++; 
        delete [] this->letter; 
        this->letter = new bool[this->length+1]; 
        for (int l = 1; l <= this->length; l++) { 
            this->letter[l] = 0; 
        } 
        this->position++; 
    }

    // Previous codeword 
    void CCodeWord::Previous() { 
        bool breakCheck = 0; 
        if (this->position != 1) { 
            for (int i = this->length; i >= 1; i--) { 
                if (!this->letter[i]) { 
                    this->letter[i] = 1; 
                } else { 
                    this->letter[i] = 0; 
                    breakCheck = 1; 
                    break; 
                } 
            } 
            if (breakCheck) { 
                this->position--; 
            } else { 
                this->length--; 
                this->position--; 
            }
        }
    }

    // Display 
    void CCodeWord::Display() const { 
        for (int i = 1; i <= this->length; i++) { 
            std::cout << this->letter[i]; 
        }
    }

    // Display information 
    void CCodeWord::DisplayInfo() { 
        for (int i = 1; i <= this->length; i++) { 
            std::cout << this->letter[i]; 
        } 
        std::cout << " " << std::endl; 
        std::cout << this->position << std::endl; 
        std::cout << this->length << std::endl; 
        std::cout << " " << std::endl; 
    }
```
CCodeWord.h

```cpp
/*
 *  CCodeWord.h
 *  Header file for CCodeWord.cpp
 *  Written by Christian Herrmann, 2005
 *  Modified by Taylor J. Smith, 2015
 */

class CCodeWord {
    public:
        // Constructor
        CCodeWord();
        ~CCodeWord();
        CCodeWord& operator=(const CCodeWord&);

        // Output code word length
        int getLength() const;

        // Output of code word position
        int getPosition() const;

        // Set code word length
        void setLength(int);

        // Set code word position
        void setPosition(int);

        // Next code word
        void Next();

        // Previous code word
        void Previous();

        // Display
        void Display() const;

        // Display information
        void DisplayInfo();

    private:
        int length;
        int position;
};
```
/* 
 * Diplomarbeit.cpp
 * Main program to generate sets of solid hypercubes
 * Written by Christian Herrmann, 2005
 * Modified by Taylor J. Smith, 2015
 */

#include <time.h>
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <string>
#include "CCode.h"

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
    time_t time1; // time 1
    time_t time2; // time 2
    double distance; // distance

    // This variable forms the end condition
    int bound;

    if (argc != 2) {
        std::cout << "Improper number of arguments." << std::endl;
    } else {
        bound = atoi(argv[1]);
    }

    std::ofstream out("output.txt"); // create output file
    std::streambuf *coutbuf = std::cout.rdbuf(); // save old buf
    std::cout.rdbuf(out.rdbuf()); // redirect standard output to file

    time(&time1);
    CCode test;

    test.RecursionStart(schl);

    time(&time2);
    distance = difftime(time2, time1);

    std::cout.rdbuf(coutbuf); // reset standard output

    // More detailed output
    std::cout << "File saved." << std::endl;
    std::cout << "Start time: " <<ctime(&time1) << std::endl;
    std::cout << "End time: " <<ctime(&time2) << std::endl;

    std::cout << "The start of the loop is at " << bound << "." << std::endl;
    std::cout << "Last code: ";
    test.Display();

    // Less detailed output
    // std::cout << "Input value: " << schl << ", Runtime: " << distance << " seconds. " << std::endl;
}

}
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## CodeReader.cpp

```cpp
/**
 * CodeReader.cpp
 * Secondary program to generate sets of solid hypercodes of unequal length
 * Written by Taylor J. Smith, 2015
 */

#include <fstream>
#include <iostream>
#include <sstream>
#include <string>

using namespace std;

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
    /* prepare input file */
    ifstream inputFile(argv[1]);
    /* check if file opened successfully */
    if (inputFile.is_open()) {
        string currLine;
        string currWord;
        int currLength;
        int firstLength;
        int count = 0;
        bool lengthTest = false;
        /* prepare output file */
        ofstream outputFile("modOuput.txt");
        /* while there are lines to be read */
        while (getline(inputFile, currLine)) {
            /* place line into stream */
            stringstream ss(currLine);
            /* while there are words to be read */
            while (getline(ss, currWord, ' ')) {
                /* get current word length */
                currLength = currWord.length();
                /* if this is the first word */
                if (count == 0) {
                    /* remember first word length */
                    firstLength = currWord.length();
                }
                /* get difference of word lengths */
                int diff = abs(firstLength - currLength);
                /* if difference is greater than specified threshold */
                if (diff > 1) {
                    /* remember this fact */
                    lengthTest = true;
                }
                ++count;
            }
            /* if lengths of words are not equal */
            if (!((lengthTest) && (count > 1))) {
                /* place line into output file */
                outputFile << currLine << endl;
            } else {
                /* do nothing */
                continue;
            }
        }
    }
    /* reset for next iteration */
    count = 0;
    lengthTest = false;
}
```
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/* close files */
inputFile.close();
outputFile.close();
}
else {
    /* print error message */
    cout << "File error" << endl;
}
```
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